
NEW

•	 A	tailor-made,	adaptable	and	affordable	solution
•	 Integrated	technology	for	water,	climate	and	energy-related	processes
•	 Convenient,	transparent	and	flexible
•	 Modern	IT	technology,	ready	for	the	future

HortiMaX CX500
The new standard in adaptive greenhouse technology



www.hortimax.com
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HortiMaXimum flexibility

Together with a dealer, you determine which functionality you 

require, depending on your needs, crop and climate conditions. 

This means you only pay for what you’re going to use. And if you 

need more functionality later, don’t worry – you won’t have to invest 

in a new process computer. The HortiMaX CX500 will grow along 

with you. Together with your dealer, you simply ‘drag and drop’ any 

desired modification in your new configuration with our easy-to-use 

software.  

HortiMaXimum ease of installation

The installation process is fast and easy, which keeps costs down and 

minimises questions afterwards. Thanks to the use of local digital 

hardware, installation has never been so straightforward and cost-

effective.

HortiMaXimum ease of use 

The HortiMaX CX500 can be customised to the needs of any grower. 

Any feature you don’t use is hidden. In this way, simple configurations 

are kept simple. Synopta Lite, the user interface software of the 

CX500, enables you to display and analyse every stage of your crop’s 

development.  

HortiMaXimum ease of operation

The HortiMaX CX500 is operated remotely: All you need is a PC.  The 

system lets you check on your growing environment, even while 

you’re away from your business (e.g. on holiday). This feature also 

allows us to offer you remote support. 

HortiMaXimum ease of maintenance

If you have an internet connection, you can download and install 

the latest software updates with our user-friendly update system. 

The HortiMaX CX500 contains advanced hardware and a minimum 

number of technical components, which means that it is very low 

on maintenance.    

HortiMaXimum scalability 

The HortiMaX CX500 is the first system to use our CompactiMa 

I/O hardware. These compact I/O modules are a breeze to install 

anywhere, using a bus system. These components can be installed 

in both new or existing cabinets. 

HortiMaXimum affordability 

Our main goal in designing the HortiMaX CX500 was to make 

it as affordable as possible. This means you only pay for the 

functionality you want, installation is easy and cost-effective, and 

Synopta Lite is included free of charge. What’s more, you’ll own a 

top-brand system that is easy to upgrade as your business grows.  

HortiMaXimum reliability

A reliable solution starts with a configuration that fully meets your 

needs. Well begun is half done, as they say. And that’s exactly 

what the HortiMaX CX500 offers. The easy installation, modern 

hardware and tried-and-true Synopta Lite software have resulted 

in an advanced and dependable process computer. The new 

standard has been set.
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Are you a grower and looking for an affordable, flexible, expandable and user-friendly process computer? And should that system be 
adaptable to the needs of your local environment and climate conditions? If so, the HortiMaX CX500 is the best solution for you. It not 
only optimises your greenhouse climate, but also controls a wide range of processes and systems, such as irrigation, heat buffers or 
boilers. This controller is suitable for every greenhouse or crop, anywhere in the world, and can grow as your business does. In short, 
the HortiMaX CX500 will make your life as a grower a whole lot easier.   

The new standard in adaptive greenhouse technology


